It has been pointed out by Katayama (1998) 
Introduction
The primary goal of this article is to argue for a markedness distinction among vowel sequences, specifically between [ai] and [au] , which presumably represent the two most frequently occurring diphthongs across languages.
Evidence for this claim comes largely from a comparative study of English and Japanese, which shows that [au] is much more marked than [ai] in many ways including its frequency, phonological stability-both synchronic and diachronic and phonotactic restriction. The following section discusses evidence from English, while section 3 is devoted to an analysis of Japanese.
Section 4 extends this discussion to other languages to explore the possibility that the asymmetry between [ai] and [au] is observed across languages.
The final section (section 5) summarizes the main points and some remaining questions for future work.
English
There are at least two lines of evidence that are suggestive of the markedness of [au] over [ai] in English. They are both from Hammond's (1999) statistical work on the frequencies and phonotactics of English vowels in general.
Frequency
Hammond (1999) examined the frequencies of the fifteen monophthongs and diphthongs of English in a database of 20,000 words. This analysis has shown that [ai] is far more frequent than [au] irrespective of the length of words. The following table, taken from Hammond (1999: 106) , gives the number of each vowel in that database for words of different lengths. Interestingly, the discrepancy between [ai] and [au] becomes larger as the word becomes longer. Although it is unclear why [au] is so rare in long words, the overall discrepancy between the two diphthongs is evident.
Phonotactic Restrictions
Another interesting discrepancy, which seems to account for the asymmetry in Table 1 at least in part, concerns phonotactic restrictions imposed on the two diphthongs.
As noted by Hammond, [ai] can stand before a larger number of consonants than [au] . As can be seen from Seen from a historical perspective, this is not an accidental asymmetry. Modern English [ai] and [au] derive primarily from Middle English /i:/ and /u:/, respectively, which were diphthongized as part of the English Great Vowel Shift by about 1500 (Ekwall (1965/75) ). However, diphthongization of ME /u:/ admitted a number of exceptions in the following phonological environments, whereas diphthongization of ME /i:/ admitted no such notable exceptions (Ekwall (1965/75: 53) In other words, the blocking of diphthongization of /au/ in (1a) and (1b) can be attributed to an assimilatory force to preserve the sequence of a vowel and a homorganic consonant. The same factor seems responsible for the blocking of /u:/ diphthongization in (1d), since [w] also shares place features with [u] . In any case, it is clear that creation of [au] was prohibited in certain phonological contexts, whereas creation of [ai] was not subject to any such constraint in the history of English.
Incidentally, the discrepancy between [ai] and [au] disappears when they combine with consonant clusters. Namely, both diphthongs do not generally combine with consonant clusters (Table 3 ). This is attributable to an independent constraint that defines the maximality of the syllable (Kubozono (1995) , Hammond (1999) ).
In sum, [ai] can cooccur with a coda consonant more freely than [au] in English.
This synchronic asymmetry between the two diphthongs seems to appear in a more remarkable way in Japanese, as we will see in the following section.
Japanese
Japanese provides several independent pieces of evidence which suggest that [au] is more marked than [ai] . As far as I know, the first person to note this asymmetry is Motoko Katayama, who pointed out the following three facts (Katayama (1998) in a wider range of phenomena of Japanese. Section 3.1 discusses statistical frequencies with which the two vowel sequences occur in each of the three types of Japanese morphemes-SJ, native and foreign. Section 3.2 considers the historical background of this synchronic state of affairs to understand why [ai] enjoys a higher frequency than [au] in the synchronic grammar. The next five sections (3.3 through 3.7) analyze the asymmetry between [ai] and [au] in the loanword phonology and morphophonology of contemporary Japanese.
Lexical Strata and Frequency
The first line of evidence for the markedness of [au] over [ai] comes from an analysis of the frequencies with which the two vowel sequences occur in Japanese morphemes. In modern Tokyo Japanese, [ai] occurs in a larger number of morphemes than [au] . Of the three types of morphemes in Japanese, SJ morphemes exhibit the most remarkable asymmetry. As Katayama (1998) pointed out, [ai] is very commonly observed but [au] is not attested at all in this type of morpheme. This has been borne out by my own analysis of all SJ morphemes listed in the appendix to a Japanese dictionary (Nagasawa (1959/82) ). This analysis gives 407 SJ morphemes containing [ai] , but no instance containing [au] .
A similar but more moderate asymmetry is observed in native Japanese (or so-called Yamato) morphemes. My analysis of native morphemes listed in the same appendix shows that [ai] occurs in 63 morphemes, whereas [au] is attested only in 29 morphemes.2 Most of the 29 native morphemes containing [au] are verbal forms such as au 'to meet,' kau 'to keep (an animal)' and mau 'to dance.' These forms may be analyzed as consisting of two morphemes rather than one. Thus, kau derives from the concatenation of a verbal stem /kaw/ and an ending /u/ just as tobu 'to fly' derives from /tob/+/u/, with the former but not the latter undergoing an independent process of /w/ deletion before a non-low vowel. Even if we assume that [au] with respect to their frequencies in Modern Japanese morphemes, one may quite naturally ask why such a difference is observed in the first place. This question can be answered at least in part by considering the history of the two vowel sequences in the language.
The complete lack of [au] in SJ morphemes may give the impression that it was absent in the inventory of vocalic phonemes in ancient or old Japanese.3 This impression turns out to be wrong if we study the history of SJ morphemes, however. There is evidence that Japanese had this particular vowel sequence in at least some SJ morphemes (Kindaichi (1976) Kindaichi (1976: 159) .
On the other hand, vowel coalescence did not occur obligatorily in morphemes containing [ai] . It did occur in casual speech at a later stage of Tokyo Japanese, where we now observe an alternation as shown in (3a) between careful and casual speech. This alternation is also observed in native Japanese words including those in (3b). However, this sound change did not occur in careful pronunciations in Tokyo Japanese, nor did it penetrate into Kyoto Japanese and many other dialects. In fact, the monophthongal pronunciation for the original [ai] is characteristic of casual speech in contemporary Tokyo Japanese ('N' stands for the moraic nasal). Now what about native morphemes? A historical study of [ai] and [au] in native morphemes reveals a picture that is essentially identical to the one we saw above for SJ morphemes. As is well known, Japanese did not have any diphthongs or any tautomorphemic vowel sequences at the beginning of its history. In the course of history, however, the language developed the two vowel sequences from /aCi/ and /aCu/ ('C' refers to any onset consonant) via consonant deletion processes called 'i-onbin ' and 'u-onbin,' respectively (Komatsu (1981) ). The history of these newly created vowel sequences is almost parallel to that of [ai] and [au] given in (7).
(7) a.
[oi] sugoi-sugee 'great,' omosiroi-omosiree 'funny,' koi (no alternation) 'carp, love'
[ui] atui-atii 'hot,' tuitati (no alternation) 'first day of the month' Again, the obligatory coalescence processes in (7b) took place earlier than the optional processes in (7a) in the history of the language. According to Kindaichi (1976: 46ff) , the processes in (7b) occurred at the end of Middle Japanese (in the Muromachi Period), almost at the same time as the comparable process described in (2). The processes in (7a), in contrast, took place in Early Modern Japanese (or in the Edo Period).
While (1992) ).
In sum, vowel sequences ending in [i] have been more or less stable in the history of Japanese, whereas those ending in [u] have shown a striking tendency towards monophthongization.
Moreover, vowel coalescence affected the former type of vowel sequences only after it affected the latter type in the course of the history.
These historical facts seem responsible for the synchronic state of affairs discussed in the preceding section, and indeed reinforce our argument that [au] is more marked than [ai] in Japanese.
Interestingly, it seems that Korean has undergone a similar historical change, as we will see in section 4 below.
/aie/ and /aue/ in Loanwords
In addition to the two types of evidence we have so far seen, there are five other independent types of evidence for the relative markedness of [au] over [ai] . All of these come from a phonological or morphological analysis of loanwords. Two of them concern the fate of English [ai] and [au] as they are borrowed into Japanese. Let us first consider the fact pointed out by Katayama (1998) . Katayama (1998) [a.wa:] . In this case, the labial glide [w] is put before a schwa by an independent process that inserts a labial glide in an onsetless syllable preceded by a back vowel (Kubozono (2002a) ). In this latter case, too, the resultant form is bisyllabic, with [w] functioning as the onset of the second syllable.
However, the crucial difference between the two cases in (9) is evident. In the case of [aun] sequences. It is known that Japanese syllables are strongly constrained with respect to their maximal weight (Kubozono (1995 (Kubozono ( , 1999a ). In particular, they are subject to the general constraint prohibiting superheavy, i.e. trimoraic, syllables. This constraint, which we call 'trimoraic syllable ban,' applies specifically to long vowels and diphthongs as they appear with a coda consonant. If the original word contains a syllable consisting of a long (tense) vowel or diphthong plus a coda nasal, this syllable is expected to yield a trimoraic syllable in Japanese with the nasal translated as a moraic coda nasal (N). This process is constrained by the syllable weight constraint, which forces trimoraic sequences into bimoraic ones. The most orthodox way to achieve this goal is to shorten the vocalic part, i.e. to shorten long vowels and to delete the second element of diphthongal vowel sequences. This shortening/deletion process, which Lovins (1975) described as 'prenasal vowel shortening,' is illustrated in (11). This process is equivalent to the well-known phenomenon of closed syllable vowel shortening in English and other languages (Kubozono (1995) Lovins (1975) described it over two decades ago and Kubozono (1994 Kubozono ( , 1995 proposed to explain it in terms of a constraint on the maximal weight of the syllable. However, these previous studies apparently overlooked an interesting asymmetry between /aiN/ and /auN/.
Namely, there is no instance as far as I examined that involves shortening of /aiN/ into /aN/; /aiN/ is invariably manifested as such as shown in (12).7 (12) saiN 'sign,' raiN 'line, The Rhine,' raiN.ga.wa 'River Rhine,' de.zaiN 'design,' ko.kaiN 'cocaine' This strongly contrasts with the fact that /auN/ is shortened to /aN/ in many instances including those in (11a). There are exceptions to (11a), as we shall see shortly below, but this does not undervalue the contrastive behavior between /aiN/ and /auN/. In fact, [au] patterns with long vowels and tends to become a short monophthong. This means that the second element of [au] behaves as if it were segmentally invisible when preceding a moraic nasal. This asymmetry between [ai] and
[au] reinforces our argument that [au], but not [ai] , is unstable in contemporary Japanese.
Stability in Word Formation
A fifth piece of evidence for the markedness of [au] over [ai] in Japanese stems from yet another fact showing the stability of /aiN/ over /auN/. This evidence comes from a phonological analysis of the morphological process of compound truncation.
The most productive pattern of compound truncation in contemporary Japanese is to form a four-mora word by combining the initial two moras of one component word with those of the other (Ito (1990), Ito and Mester (1995) , Kubozono (1999a Kubozono ( , 2002b Kubozono (1995 Kubozono ( , 1999a for details). This analysis can be further corroborated by evidence from Kagoshima Japanese, where /aiN/ clearly splits into two syllables, /a/+/iN/ (Kubozono (2004) ). 8 Equally productive is the pattern whereby one component of a compound expression is entirely omitted with the other component remaining intact: e.g. konAs can be seen from (13), the truncation process in question is basically independent of syllable structure. That is, the utmost requirement is to yield a four-mora template or, equivalently, a template consisting of two bimoraic feet. This default pattern, however, admits several types of exceptions, one of which concerns /auN/ sequences (Kubozono (2003b) ). As suggested above, there are quite a few exceptions to the shortening process in (11a). Some are given in (14), where syllable boundaries are not specified because of potential ambiguity.9 (14) sauNdo 'sound,' mauNten 'mountain,' kauNsiru 'council,' kauNto 'count' These /auN/ sequences exhibit exceptional behavior in compound truncation. The rule sketched in (13) predicts that the words in (14) leave pattern shown in (15), where the moraic nasal (N) is retained instead of the second half of [au] . This pattern is obtained whether /auN/ appears in the first component (15a) or in the second component (15b) (cf. Kuwamoto (1998b) what blocks this same process in the words in (14). All one can say with some certainty is that pre-nasal shortening tends to affect /auN/ sequences in relatively long words and in old (as opposed to recent) borrowings. 10 Kuwamoto (1998b) makes the same observation but fails to notice that /auN/ behaves differently from /aiN/.
/oiN/ do not show any such irregularity. There are not many truncated compounds that involve /aiN/ or /oiN/, but those that do follow the regular pattern by retaining the initial two moras of the trimoraic sequences. This is exemplified in (16).
Note here that the shortening of [au] to [a] in (15) is an entirely context-dependent phenomenon.
[au] follows the regular truncation pattern in (13) just as [ai] does when it is not followed by a moraic nasal. As shown in (17), both [ai] and [au] retain their second mora when they appear before a syllable boundary.
In sum, the contrast between (15) and (16) suggests that the second mora of /auN/, i.e. /u/, is invisible to the morphological rule of compound truncation. Interestingly, long vowels and geminate obstruents (or moraic obstruents) often show a similar effect of invisibility in the same morphological process. This is illustrated in (18) and (19), respectively, where forms with an asterisk represent an unattested regular form (Kubozono (1999a (Kubozono ( , 2002b (Kubozono ( , 2003a , Kuwamoto (1998a , b), Ito (2000 ).11,12 fried potato'
